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«Wow! that was a good job you did on Jenner, Why, that no-good son-of-+a- 

bitch, how does he dare say some of those things? Sylvia, really, 
Se what makes people do this? Is it stupidity? Did he really believe 

i those statements when he made them? My God, they are incredible. I 
A nw hope you are sending out many copies to as many newsmen as you can 

think of. I would appreciate one more copy myself if you can spare it, “oY os I have a dear lady friend (who will not speak out but is with us any- 
aan ‘way) whe listens to the radio all the time and she has been following 
ee the developments on the case this way. : 

AS The newson your book is wonderful. I know it is going to be one of 
Ma the best because of your general level of scholarship and fairness. 

ce Oh, Sylvia, are we getting anywhere? That lousy Manchester thing 
: made me sick. He doesn't know any more about the case than Yarren, 
Sy I am sure his curreht history interviews are excellent (his remarks on Connally a were terrific,and Connally and the Dallas papers are kee hopping mad), 
i. But his views on the assassination show no research work at all, I 

7 am trying to answer him on his asinine brown=paper-bag remarks, The 
4) Dallas papers ‘and Tulsa papers) are all slamming the Kennedysx and saying 
Lee how wonderfully LBJ behaved--but no one has seen fit to use the WR to 

back up Manchester's allegations on LBJ and Dallas. LBJ did not even 
cross the hall to put his arm around Mrs. K. on learning JFK was dead; but 

- instead slunk out of Parkland and slouched down in Currry's car for ride 
to Love Field. Can you imagine JFK acting this way if Ladybird were in the 
same situation in @ sfrange hospital in Massachusetts) LRBJ says SS 
ordered him to behave this way, but since when has any President (lest of all 
LBJ) listened to the ssf 

“s Oh, well, history will dispose of LBJ. 

s m Have gotten unlisted phone in order to avoid calls from Mama. She called 
me three times in one day (collect) to cuss out Jackie. I couldn't take 
any more of her. “anchester's description of her is excellent. She is 

so definitely insane, no doubt at all. If she and Lee shared this (as they 
shared excessive perspiration and body odor-~a chemical, hormone im- 
balance-~some say this is the root to schizophrenia?) then ‘dencmenoox 

ane kurkioxk was Lee the assassin? Still-- the facts dontt fit. This is what 
St 4. I keep coming back to--the facts just don't fit, AG x ve) 

- a ew I must close today. My typing is worse than usual. TIT have had the most Asa terrible simus attack-I told the kids that you would wonder why I hadn't 
wel written about your book. But I hope we are good enough friends , hat you Bay know when there is a pause, there is a reason for it, “ 

I got a nice letter from H. Weisberg and replied to it. I think WW 2 was 
very good and I have ordered WW 3, 

But, again, AM I GLAD YOU GAVE IT TO JENNER, TI hate that bastard. I have 
hated him for months. Have at him again--any time. Much, much love, S,


